
Master’s in Political 
and Legal Thought

This 12-month program is an exciting opportunity to work intensively in an important 
interdisciplinary field with leading scholars in a lively intellectual community.  Students 
receive a Master of Arts in Philosophy or Political Studies, or a Master of Laws.

Participating Faculty

“The creation of a collaborative MA in Political and Legal Thought at Queen’s University is an 
inspired idea, showcasing a long tradition of strength with a significant presence internationally as 
well as in Canada. The program is a boon to students who will find a wonderful grounding for 
further studies in Law, Philosophy and Politics.”      David Dyzenhaus, Professor of Law and 
Philosophy, Albert Abel Chair, and University Professor, University of Toronto

www.queensu.ca/sgs/political-and-legal-thought

Jacqueline Davies (Phil) – feminisms, critical social theory, gender and sexuality
Benjamin Ewing (Law) - criminal law theory
Paul Fairfield (Phil) – hermeneutics and education
Colin Farrelly (Pols) – justice and the biomedical sciences, ideal/non-ideal theory
Kerah Gordon-Solmon (Phil) – practical ethics, political philosophy
Leslie Green (Law) - jurisprudence
Rahul Kumar (Phil) - moral psychology and moral theory
Will Kymlicka (Phil) – animals and political theory, multiculturalism, citizenship
Andrew Lister (Pols) - distributive justice, democracy, public reason, libertarianism
Eleanor MacDonald (Pols) – identity politics, critical theory, feminist theory
Alistair Macleod (Phil) – human rights, distributive justice
David Miller (Phil) – global justice and responsibility
Margaret Moore (Pols) – international political theory, ethics of territory
Darryl Robinson (Law) - international human rights, international criminal law
Udo Schüklenk (Phil) – bioethics, end-of-life, public health ethics
Mick Smith (Phil) – environmental ethics, ecology and social and political theory
Christine Sypnowich (Phil) – egalitarianism, philosophy of law
Jean Thomas (Law) – private law theory, philosophy of rights, equality and discrimination
Sabine Tsuruda (Law) – workers’ rights, egalitarianism
Ashwini Vasanthakumar (Law) - migration, citizenship and transnational politics
Grégoire Webber (Law) – constitutional theory, philosophy of law 
Jacob Weinrib (Law) – political philosophy, constitutional theory

 


